


Customers won't give much thought to a typical 
merchant bag with just a logo on it. If it's a paper bag, it 
will most likely be tossed out and never thought of again.
However, a sturdy bag that can be reused, with your logo 
and business on one side and our beautiful, clever 
artwork on the other, will give your customers a chuckle 
and become a favorite bag that they will keep around for 
years and enjoy using. It will make a lasting impression, 
remind your customers of your business every time that 
it is used, and truly make your business stand out.

Our natural cotton canvas totes are the perfect way to 
advertise your business continuously and repeatedly. 
With a 10 oz canvas fabric thickness, your customers will 
use these sturdy totes for years to come.

CUSTOMIZED TOTE BAGS

funnyparentgifts.com

Each bag comes with Funny Parent Gifts artwork on one side and your custom 
logo and business information on the other.

• Sizes (height x width): 
Mini (16x20 cm, 6x8 in) 
Small (24x28 cm, 9.5x11 in) 
Medium (33x37 cm, 13x15 in) 
Large (43x53 cm, 17x21 in)

• Bags come with either a fashionable cotton canvas 
handle or a unique rope handle in either white or 
black.

OUR PRICING
Your Brand + Humor = Your Success!
Your Success! Our natural cotton canvas totes are the perfect way to advertise your business. 
Available in several sizes and customized with your logo and our artwork, they come with either a 
fashionable cotton canvas handle or a unique rope handle in white or black

Canvas Handle
Batches Mini Small Medium Large

1 (200 bags) $390 ($1.95/bag) $520 ($2.60/bag) $690 ($3.45/bag) $1,040 ($5.20/bag) 

3 (600 bags) $1,110 ($1.85/bag) $1,470 ($2.45/bag) $1,920 ($3.20/bag) $2,970 ($4.95/bag)

5 (1,000 bags) $1,750 ($1.75/bag) $2,300 ($2.30/bag) $3,050 ($3.05/bag) $4,650 ($4.65/bag)

Rope Handle
Batches Mini Small Medium Large

1 (200 bags) $420 ($2.10/bag) $550 ($2.75/bag) $720 ($3.60/bag) $3,120 ($5.20/bag)

3 (600 bags) $1,200 ($2.00/bag) $1,560 ($2.60/bag) $2,070 ($3.45/bag) $3,120 ($5.20/bag)

5 (1,000 bags) $1,900 ($1.90/bag) $2,500 ($2.50/bag) $3,300 ($3.30/bag) $4,950 ($4.95/bag) 

Your images can be jpg or png files. *** Orders are in batches of 200 bags each. ***



Papa Bear
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Mama Bear Little Bear

Mom Tattoo

Custom TOTES OUR EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS



Super Mom’s Club - School

Super Mom’s Club – Calling Mom

Super Mom’s Club – Mary Poppins

Hipster Owl
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Custom TOTES OUR EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS

Parenthood Blender



Silence is Golden

Mother of Dragons
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Mombie The Walking Dad

Custom TOTES OUR EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS



Carmen Miranda

Trophy Wife

Mama Bear Little Bear Best Dad
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Custom TOTES OUR EXCLUSIVE DESIGNS


